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Abstract—Deterministic networking is rapidly gaining im-
portance, as several network applications and industries
demand deterministic network services. Several of those
network applications demand low end-to-end latencies and
low packet loss. The IETF Deterministic Networking ar-
chitecture provides network-layer services and IEEE 802.1
Time-Sensitive Networking provides data link-layer services.
Both DetNet and TSN play a critical role in providing real-
time low latency and deterministic services for the next-
generation networks. In such context, this paper presents a
broad overview of DetNet and summarizes its key features.

Index Terms—Deterministic Networking (DetNet), Time Sen-
sitive Networking (TSN), Ultra-Low Latency (ULL)

1. Introduction

Traditional Ethernet does not fulfill the communica-
tion requirements of critical real-time systems such as
aerospace, industrial automation, automobiles, etc., which
require high-bandwidth and low delay for communication
networks with the increasing communication data traffic.
Therefore, industries and customers turn their attention to
Quality of Service (QoS) metrics and Ultra-Low Latency
(ULL) paradigms, which provide end-to-end latencies in a
matter of a few microseconds and milliseconds, depending
on the applied applications [1] [2].

The IEEE 802.1 Time-Sensitive Networking Task
Group (TG) and the IETF Deterministic Networking
Working Group (WG) are collaborating [2] to estab-
lish a common architecture for Layers 2 and 3 of the
OSI1 model. DetNet focuses on Layer 3 routed segments,
whereas TSN focuses on Layer 2 bridged networks [2].
Their main goal is to provide support for high reliability
in packet delivery, deterministic worst-case bounds on
latency [2] and better worst-case QoS metrics for best-
effort flows [3]. This survey is intended to provide a com-
prehensive overview of the IETF DetNet and its features
and discuss its current state and future.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 deals with some background studies on Deterministic
Networking and how it emerged and gained interest.
Section 3 provides an overview of IEEE TSN and TSN-
related studies and focuses on the data link layer. Section 4
covers an overview of IETF DetNet, its architecture, flow
types and practical use cases and focuses primarily on the
network layer. Section 5 illustrates the existing DetNet and

1. OSI - Open Systems Interconnection

TSN standards and studies and provides some similarities
and differences between both paradigms, and tries to
summarize their key features. Previously published related
work and research studies on this article are provided in
Section 6. Finally, in Section 7 we discuss and review
practical problems in DetNet and conclude this proceeding
with future research directions.

2. Background

The increasing demand for ultra-low latency network-
ing standards led to the development of a unified data
link-layer protocol by the IEEE 802.1 WG called Audio
Video Bridging (AVB) in 2005 [4]. AVB ensured real-
time requirements such as the transmission of audio and
video streams but lacked fault-tolerance to enhance its
reliability [5] and was subject to some system failures
and malicious cyber attacks [4].

Consequently, in 2012, the IEEE 802.1 WG expanded
the current AVB and renamed it to Time-Sensitive Net-
working (TSN). The TSN enhances time synchronization,
supports the scheduling of real-time time-sensitive data
streams, and improves the streams’ reservation ability [4].
Together with this expansion, the networks were get-
ting larger, requiring deterministic networks. For exam-
ple, public infrastructures such as electricity automation
require deterministic paradigms over a wide area, whereas
the TSN provides support for Layer 2 control systems
and cannot support structures beyond LAN boundaries.
Therefore, Layer 3 networks were required without losing
Layer 2 capabilities [6].

Motivated by these shortcomings, the IETF, in cooper-
ation with Standards Development Organizations (SDOs)
and IEEE 802 developed the Deterministic Networking
(DetNet) WG in 2015 [7]. A key feature of DetNet
is the ability to establish a multi-hop path over the IP
network with a particular flow and ultra-low jitter and
low latency [6].

In general, latency refers to a time delay in an end-
to-end packet delivery between a sender and a receiver.
Thus, the term ultra-low latency usually refers to latencies
that have speeds under 1 millisecond. The term bounded
latency is often used in ULL systems and describes time
delay that must not exceed some predetermined value,
e.g., to ensure the appropriate functionality in automation
systems.

Jitter refers to variations of packet latencies, which
are often caused by congestion. Therefore, two key QoS
metrics of ULL networking are jitter and latency.
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3. Overview of Time-Sensitive Networking

The IEEE 802.1 TSN TG standards and services
extend the Ethernet data-link layer and guarantee data
transmission with ultra-low latency and jitter [2]. The
TSN is based on a best-effort packet network consisting
of bridges and network appliances.

3.1. TSN Features

Time synchronization: Time synchronization is accom-
plished using IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP)
configuration, which is, e.g., a stand-alone standard IEEE
802.1AS [8]. All of the devices in a network can syn-
chronize their internal clocks with an accuracy of up to
10ns.

Contracts between transmitters: Each TSN flow func-
tions with a contract between the transmitter of the flow
and the network. Therefore, such features are provided:

• Zero congestion loss and bounded latency:
Congestion and packet loss are caused by the
overflowing streams in the network node. These
shortcomings are eliminated thanks to buffer al-
location and queuing algorithms [2]. Buffer allo-
cation is accomplished through computing worst-
case buffer requirements. There are a couple of
queuing algorithms defined in IEEE Std 802.1Q,
which are: Credit Based Shaper (CBS), Time-
Scheduled Queues, Transmission Preemption and
Asynchronous Traffic Shaping (ATS).

• Ultra reliability: Equipment failure is also one of
the main reasons for packet loss. The main method
of improving the reliability of TSN networks is
Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability
(FRER) [9].

A sample FRER is illustrated in Figure 1. Packets can be
both replicated and eliminated at each node of the TSN
Timing Model [7].

Figure 1: Packet replication and elimination [7]

3.2. TSN Use Cases

TSN use cases are similar to DetNet use cases and are
thoroughly explained in [7]. Some of them are:

• Professional audio and video studios.
• Electrical power generation and distribution.
• Cellular radio.
• Automotive and other vehicle applications.

4. Overview of Deterministic Networking

In this section, a detailed overview of the IETF De-
terministic Networking (DetNet) WG will be described.
According to [2], the IETF DetNet WG collaborates with
IEEE 802.1 TSN TG to define a common architecture for
Layers 2 and 3. DetNet is considered to be a representative
wide-area networking technology. To overcome the limita-
tions of the LAN-based narrow-area networking technolo-
gies, such as TSN, IP/MPLS2-based wide-area networking
technology is being standardized [10]. Like TSN, DetNet’s
main goal is to support deterministic worst-case bounds
on latency, jitter, zero/low packet loss and reliability.

4.1. DetNet Architecture

DetNet data plane and functionality are composed
of two sub-layers: DetNet service sub-layer and DetNet
forwarding sub-layer. Each one of these layers is clas-
sified according to the DetNet flow. The service sub-
layer provides service protection functions and classifies
time-determined flows. The service protection function
duplicates and delivers packets through several packets,
and deletes the duplicated packets according to their
sequence number [10]. The forwarding sub-layer pro-
vides explicit routes and resource reservations for time-
determined flows, which are the basis of wide-area net-
works. Note that these sub-layers are helpful, but not
mandatory to implement and should not be considered a
formal requirement. Some technologies are still capable of
providing DetNet services, even if they do not adhere to
this strict sub-layer division. The illustration of the DetNet

TABLE 1: DetNet Data-Plane Protocol Stack [11]

Sub-layers Source Destination

Service sub-layer
Packet sequencing
Flow replication
Packet encoding

Duplicate elimination
Flow merging

Packet decoding

Forwarding sub-layer Resource allocation
Explicit routes

Resource allocation
Explicit routes

Lower layers Lower layers

data-plane layering model is presented in Table 1. Not
all sub-layers are required for a particular network or a
particular application.

Application: Source and Destination are considered to be
any application that is going through the stack.

Packet sequencing: This sub-layer supplies the sequence
number for packet elimination and replication. It is not
needed if a higher-layer protocol performs the sequencing.

Duplicate elimination: This sub-layer discards all dupli-
cate packets generated by DetNet flow replication based
on the specified sequence number. It can also resequence
the packets to restore the order of the packets, which may
be disrupted by the loss of packets on multiple paths [11].

2. IP/MPLS - Internet Protocol/Multiprotocol Label Switching: rout-
ing system that enables fast data switching
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Figure 2: A simple DetNet-enabled network [11]

Flow replication: This sub-layer is part of DetNet service
protection. Packets belonging to DetNet compound flow
are replicated, apart from packet sequencing, into several
DetNet member flows. This replication may also be per-
formed using techniques such as multicast replication but
with resource allocation implications [11].

Flow merging: The functions for flow merging combine
DetNet member flows together for packets coming up
the stack. This sub-layer performs packet replication and
elimination, together with packet sequencing, duplicate
elimination and flow replication [11].

Packet encoding and decoding: These sub-layers take
packets from different DetNet member flows. Packet en-
coding combines the information and transmits them to
different DetNet member flows. Packet decoding com-
putes the original packets and transmits them to different
DetNet member flows.

Resource allocation: Providing paths for DetNet flows,
queuing, and shaping mechanisms are usually provided by
this sub-layer.

Explicit routes: These are arrangements of fixed paths,
based on the DetNet forwarding sub-layer that is specified
in advance to avoid the effects of network convergence on
DetNet flows [11].

A simple concept of a DetNet network is illustrated
in Figure 2. In this figure, "Fwd" and "Forwarding" refer
to the forwarding sub-layer, "Svc" and "Service" refer to
the service sub-layer [11].

4.2. DetNet Flow Types

Depending on the type of end systems, DetNet flow
may have different formats. According to the end system
types, the following four types of a DetNet flow are
distinguished:

App-flow: The native data (payload) flows between the
DetNet source and destination end systems.

DetNet-s-flow: This flow contains the DetNet-related spe-
cific attributes that provide services for elimination and
replication functions. This flow is a specific data flow
format that requires the service protection feature and is
bound to the service sub-layer.

DetNet-f-flow: This is also a specific format of a DetNet
flow. This flow is bound to the forwarding sub-layer
and contains specific attributes that provide services for
congestion protection.

DetNet-sf-flow: This is a specific data flow format, which
signals the forwarding function during forwarding. This
flow is bound to the both service and forwarding sub-
layers of the DetNet stack model.

4.3. DetNet Use cases

DetNet is not considered to be "a new kind of net-
work", but is supported by Ethernet extensions, including
elements of TSN and related standards. There are several
use cases in [12], which explains the type of these use
cases, their future, and what IETF should deliver to en-
able them. DetNet shares same use cases [12] as TSN,
including some additional cases:

• Building automation systems (BASs)
• Industrial machine to machine (M2M)
• Private blockchain
• Mining industry
• Network slicing

However, there are various use cases, which were
considered by DetNet WG and the Design Team to be out
of the scope of DetNet. The scope of DetNet networks is
limited to services that can be centrally controlled, e.g.,
corporate networks. From this point of view, "the open
Internet" is excluded from DetNet networks. Maintaining
a high-quality user experience and low latency is critical
for the use cases listed below. Due to jitter and time delay,
these use cases, when run over the open Internet, are
considered to be outside the scope of DetNet [12]. These
use cases are:

• Media content delivery
• Online Gaming
• Virtual Reality

Nevertheless, we provide a detailed overview of the two
applications that fall under the scope of DetNet from the
use cases listed above.

Building Automation Systems (BASs): Building Au-
tomation Systems manage devices and sensors in a facility
to improve the comfort of occupants, reduce energy con-
sumption and respond to emergencies and failures [12].
For instance, the BAS controls the heating, ventilation,
and air conditioning to maintain and reduce energy con-
sumption. The basic architecture of BAS is shown in
Figure 3. The BAS network has two layers: the upper
layer – management network and the lower layer – field
network. IP-based communication protocols are used in
the upper layer, while in the lower layer, non-IP-based
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Figure 3: BAS Architecture [12]

communication protocols are used. Management networks
can be best effort, whereas field networks have particular
timing requirements.

Private Blockchain: Blockchain has spread far beyond its
original host into several other industries. These industries
are logistics, security, smart manufacturing, legal rights,
and others. Designated and carefully managed networks
of these industries, in which blockchain runs, may require
deterministic networking. These kinds of implementations
are called "private blockchains". Blockchain operation
could be much more efficient if DetNet services were
available to reduce packet loss and latency [12].

Currently, private blockchain runs in Layer 2 or Layer
3 VPNs without guaranteed determinism. Industries have
realized that implementing and improving determinism in
their blockchain networks would also improve the perfor-
mance of their service, because low latency would speed
up the consensus process. Some of the private blockchain
requests [12] to the IETF are listed below:

• Layer 2 and 3 multicasts of blockchain traffic
• Item and block delivery with low latency and low

packet loss
• Coexistence of IT traffic and blockchain in a single

network

5. Comparison of DetNet and TSN

There are several differences and similarities between
these two standards. The main difference between DetNet
and TSN is the layering in the OSI model. DetNet operates
on the Layer 3 protocols whereas TSN is confined to Layer
2.

The data plane of these standards is also different.
DetNet nodes can connect to other subnetworks, such as
Optical Transport Network (OTN) and MPLS Traffic En-
gineering. TSN cannot achieve multi-layer systems, while
DetNet can. However, TSN and DetNet share the same
features such as time synchronization, frame replication
and elimination.

DetNet has to deal with more security challenges than
TSN because it operates on Layer 3 networks and in open
environments, which results in more security threats. As
a result, DetNet focuses on and offers more security solu-
tions than TSN. An example of such an attack is a man-
in-the-middle attack, which can impose and adjust delays
in a node and undermine a real-time application [13].

6. Related Work

There are a couple of surveys on Deterministic Net-
working in [6] [12] [11]. An IEFT draft of the problem
statement on deterministic networking has been presented
in [6]. A broad survey about the use cases of deterministic
networking and its overall architecture has been provided
in [12] and [11] respectively. A sample DetNet Simulator
based on OMNET++ and NeSTiNG, which overcomes
some limitations such as allowing simulations of the full
DetNet/TSN protocol stack, has been presented in [3]. A
broad survey of the Audio and Video Bridging (AVB)
standard, the predecessor of TSN, has been introduced
in [4] and in [5]. An introduction to Time-Sensitive Net-
working and its essential features has been provided in
[7]. Furthermore, an up-to-date comprehensive survey of
the studies that specifically target the support of ULL in
5G networks, DetNet and TSN has been presented in [2]
and in [10].

Many applications are likely to use techniques to
increase the probability that a particular packet will be
delivered. And when topology-fixed paths are used, which
are protected against congestion loss a Frame Replication
and Elimination for Reliability standard can guarantee a
substantial reduction in the probability of packet loss than
any other standards. Therefore, a survey on Frame Repli-
cation and Elimination for Reliability has been provided
in [9].

7. Discussion and Conclusion

One of the future challenges of Deterministic Net-
working is packet replication and elimination (PRE). Det-
Net can ensure reliability, the increase in the probability of
packets reaching their destination and the overall reduction
of end-to-end latency [14] through packet replication and
elimination. However, the increase in effective bandwidth
required for a DetNet flow is a major disadvantage of PRE.
This can be overcome by reducing the replication level,
but it can affect the reliability and thus impact the balance
between packet replication and bandwidth [2]. Neverthe-
less, the balance must be ensured for the operation of the
DetNet.

This paper provided a broad overview of deterministic
network management and control systems, which can
operate on DetNet components and provide ULL services
and features such as low jitter, low congestion loss, relia-
bility and time synchronization. This survey also discusses
the differences and similarities between DetNet and TSN
standards and provides their features and use cases. De-
spite their shortcomings and numerous limitations, there
is a need for an extensive evaluation of both DetNet and
TSN standards. A combination of these standards has a
high chance of impacting the traditional Ethernet networks
and providing effective low latency services to users.
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